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When MyEyeDr.’s rapid expansion caused them to
experience scattered deposit services, non-standard
banking plans, and employee turnover, millions of
dollars in cash became trapped in a headache of a
complicated and broken cash ecosystem.  

To fix this broken system, they needed the freedom to
choose the financial institution, transportation
modality, and DTS solutions that worked best for each
location. 

DTS isn’t a one-size-fits-all, cookie cutter approach.
We’re committed to giving end-to-end cash visibility
and insights to our customers, regardless of how
much cash is being transported, how it’s getting
where it needs to go, or which bank or vault it’s going
to. 

When you have options, you have power. We’re here
to provide cash solutions that work for you. We’ll help
you break the mold. 

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

The DTS Branch Solution allows
customers to take their deposit
to a local branch location for
processing through the addition
of MICR text on the updated DTS
Deposit Advice.

DTS Branch connects the
traditional DTS deposit tracking
and reporting ecosystem to
clients' account through an
integration with their BAI file.

DTS Branch eliminates the
manual deposit creation as the
DTS Deposit Advice is the only
physical documentation
required for bank deposit,
eliminating the need to
purchase or print another
deposit ticket.

Redefine what‘s possible
with your custom mix of deposit solutions.

We’ll help you break the mold. 

Learn more about our cash solutions so you
can free your cash to do more for you. Let’s talk
about what unique cash solution would unlock
your cash power.

        Click this icon to schedule a demo!

Let’s build a cash plan that works for you.
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